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Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
Data Migration Assistant is used to migrate SQL databases.
Instead use Azure Site Recovery.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-recov
ery-overview

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two of these functions do routers perform on packets?
(Choose two.)
A. Update the Layer 2 headers of outbound packets with the MAC
addresses of the next hops
B. Examine the Layer 2 headers of inbound packets and use that
information to determine the next hops for the packets
C. Update the Layer 3 headers of outbound packets so that the
packets are properly directed to valid next hops

D. Examine the Layer 3 headers of inbound packets and use that
information to determine the next hops for the packets
E. Examine the Layer 3 headers of inbound packets and use that
information to determine the complete paths along which the
packets will be routed to their ultimate destinations
F. Update the Layer 3 headers of outbound packets so that the
packets are properly directed to their ultimate destinations
Answer: A,D
Explanation:
This is the basic function of the router to receive incoming
packets and then forward them to their required destination.
This is done by reading layer 3 headers of inbound packets and
update the info to layer 2 for further hopping.

NEW QUESTION: 3
To complete the sentence, select the appropriate option in the
answer area.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Azure Activity Log

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which one of the statements describes a service aggregator
pattern?
A. It uses a queue on both sides of the service communication
B. It is implemented in each service separately and uses a
streaming service
C. It involves sending events through a message broker
D. It involves implementing a separate service that makes
multiple calls to other backend services
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
Service Aggregator Pattern
Another option for eliminating microservice-to-microservice
coupling is an Aggregator microservice, shown in purple in
Figure 4-10.
The pattern isolates an operation that makes calls to multiple
back-end microservices, centralizing its logic into a
specialized microservice. The purple checkout aggregator
microservice in the previous figure orchestrates the workflow
for the Checkout operation. It includes calls to several
back-end microservices in a sequenced order. Data from the
workflow is aggregated and returned to the caller. While it
still implements direct HTTP calls, the aggregator microservice

reduces direct dependencies among back-end microservices.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/architecture/cloud-nati
ve/service-to-service-communication#:~:text=Ser
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